Haunted Field of Screams

**crave** -- to want something, perhaps in a silly way, like suddenly really wanting an ice cream sandwich

**Count Me In**

**spew** -- to spit out violently
**convey** -- to carry, to deliver from one place to another
**embodiment** -- a person or thing that represents an idea in three-dimensions
**extroverted** -- outgoing, socially at ease
**plethora** -- a very large collection or group

**47 People**

**voice** -- the tone and feeling an author creates in words

**Calendar change**

**phases** -- times when the Moon looks different ways at various times of the month, like “new,” “half” or “full”
**leap day** -- an extra day sometimes added to a year

**Saturn’s Moons**

**Norse** -- having to do with Scandanavia
**Gallic** -- having to do with ancient France
**Inuit** -- having to do with a major culture in the Arctic

**Vocabulary Word Search**

This week’s vocabulary terms are hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them?

```
U Q P C A Z X J K F L L J Z K
Y X I P O I B W E P S V A L A
T F H H O N G A A L C S O T Z
V D M U Z U V L P E J M F Q Q
E M B O D I M E N T W W T Y I
X X Q V E T S N Y H U O A H I
F B T V W R V E B O I D Y Y U
L U C R O O O Q S R P Z O P U
F E Z N O C I L L A G B F X U
Y V G E M V C L E G H B N N K
S S S Z Z F E L S U I P Z X V
P I W L O V J R G Q Z I B Q Z
J V T N A J M L T B I Z O R R
U D H R B Y Y H D E X U A D G
T E C V C U S R G L D Q K X E
```